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See all Hidden Objects Levels See all Timed Levels See all Descriptive Levels See all Shortcut Levels See all Optional Levels See all Puzzle Levels See all Tutorial Levels For the first time, you can fall blocks in this classic game,
falling blocks: soundtrack will have you wondering and asking yourself "who let the blocks out?" because they're all over the place! But don't panic! You can trust this world's best designer and creator - Mr. Level Designer. For the
first time, you can fall blocks in this classic game, falling blocks: soundtrack will have you wondering and asking yourself "who let the blocks out?" because they're all over the place! But don't panic! You can trust this world's best
designer and creator - Mr. Level Designer. Control the sound: If the blocks move too fast, slow them down with different sounds. Adjust the speed with the sliders at the bottom of the screen. If the blocks move too fast, slow them
down with different sounds. Adjust the speed with the sliders at the bottom of the screen. Have fun: Do you love keeping busy while you're on your mobile device? Want to relax with a game that will move you and not make you

work? Then you'll like falling blocks: soundtrack! Do you love keeping busy while you're on your mobile device? Want to relax with a game that will move you and not make you work? Then you'll like falling blocks: soundtrack!
Innovative gameplay: With the power of Phaser, falling blocks: soundtrack comes with dynamic levels where blocks can move around at random. But they also disappear. This is possible because the game runs in real-time. So
you can't simply predict where the block will fall. With the power of Phaser, falling blocks: soundtrack comes with dynamic levels where blocks can move around at random. But they also disappear. This is possible because the

game runs in real-time. So you can't simply predict where the block will fall. Nothing to find: Some levels are also designed so that you have no chance of finding a key or anything else in the blocks. Some levels are also designed
so that you have no chance of finding a key or anything else in the blocks. Enhance your brain: You'll learn more about physics and math than you've ever known. Just with blocks. But be careful, because

Features Key:

How to play: Click here to see YouTube video Energy management: Use the energy granted to you by your god to move and perform actions. Be careful not to waste it. Slow matches: experience slow animations and an easy gameplay while in the "warp zone" (including hovercraft) for 2 seconds every few seconds.
Experience: be careful with your energy consumption. You have a bar on the right. Replay guarantee: should you rewind a video of the current match, the rest of the match (post-rewind) will start as if it were the first time you played it. 

How to install and play
Download the launcher for your platform from the URL: .
To launch the game, you will need the GameKey.launcher.exe file.

Recent changes
Check out our tag latest archivization in our tagbank to check out the latest changes.

Got feedback? Please report a bug!

Please feel free to ask if you need any help!

Masterlaufka, January 15, 2013

We've got 1 game on Windows, OSX and Linux, but we are looking for developers for more exciting games.
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